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This multiple-choice exam practice book is designed for (a) bar exam takers, who are preparing to

take the MBE multiple-choice bar exam (Civil Procedure is a new testing topic added to the MBE

multiple-choice bar exam as of February 2015), and (b) 1L law students, who are preparing to take

their course examinations. The book offers practical, easy-to-follow advice on multiple-choice

exam-taking strategies, clear suggestions on effective multiple-choice practicing techniques, and a

lengthy set of Civil Procedure multiple-choice practice questions with answers and explanations

(designed to simulate MBE-style questions). Tables help users decode the tested-topic for each

practice question.
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I am giving this 4 stars because it was really helpful for me. I brought up my study questions from

50% to 70%+ mainly by going through all of the questions and making flashcards from my wrong

answers. (There were a lot!) But, I was expecting an outline or some sort of outline or overview of

the basics of Civ Pro, since I am more or less starting from scratch (I finished law school and took

my last bar exam in 2007). Reading the description again, I can see that it doesn't promise to be

anything else, but I wanted to write the review in case anyone else was similarly confused.This has

a helpful introduction re approaching MBE questions, but it is NOT an outline. All of the Civ Pro you

learn, you learn from answering the practice questions and looking at the answers.



If you're looking to purchase this book for bar exam prep, please look elsewhere. The questions are

just too detailed and are not representative of what is actually tested on the MBE. I just sat for the

July bar exam, and the civil procedure questions on the exam are simpler. This book tests obscure

rules with complicated factual situations. Don't stress yourself with this book .There is enough stress

that accompanies the bar exam as it is. Do not add more to your life.

This one is perfect

This is not an outline - this contains Questions and Answers (and explanations) ONLY.I purchased

this along with "Civil Procedure MBE Practice Questions" (AmeriBar.) Neither of these two have an

outline. They are just questions and answers.The 124 "MBE's" in this book seem way too hard for

MBE's. Keep in mind that we haven't yet seen real MBE's (as of Jan 2015) other than the ten

questions released by NCBE, but compared to the MBE's I've seen in other subjects these

questions are way harder than real MBE's. They often siting specific (and obscure) code numbers,

which is likely not the way the MBE will be. I got about 60% of the questions correct.This book will

help you learn the rules (although maybe a little too much in detail) as you work through your wrong

answers but I don't think it is representative of what you will see on the Bar Exam.Conversely,

AmeriBar's "Civil Procedure MBE Practice Questions" has 264 "MBE's" but they seem way too

easy. I'm testing somewhere in the 85% and CivPro is one of my weakest subjects. That book is

more like practicing with flash cards. It's basically testing your understanding of simple rules but not

necessarily how they would be applied in full blown MBE questions, which are more in depth than

just rule

statements.*******************************************************NOTE***************************************

*****************I just completed the 50 questions from Wolters Kluwer's "MBE Civil Procedure

Questions" and feel they are as close to what a real MBE looks like as any CivPro MBE's I've seen.

It is well worth the money. That book is not currently available on  but can be purchased for $30

through Aspen Law's website. I have downgraded my review of "Mastering Multiple Choice for

Fedearl Civil Procedure MBE..." from four to three stars after find Wolters Kluwer book because it is

a much better deal for the money.*Warning* The Wolters Kluwer book also does NOT have an

outline.https://www.aspenlaw.com/bar-review-series/id-9781454858904/MBE_Civil_Procedure_Que

stionsMBE Civil Procedure Questionsby Wolters

KluwerPublished:10/01/2014ISBN:9781454858904"Beginning in February 2015, the Multistate Bar



Examination will include Civil Procedure questions. Until the National Conference of Bar Examiners

releases practice exams with actual Civil Procedure questions that we can use to update our

offerings, we are offering these 50 practice questions for sale. The questions simulate MBE style

and provide in-depth explanations for each choice, explaining not only why the correct choice is

correct, but also why the incorrect answers are not."

Whether you are taking the MBE or not, this book is excellent. Well written. They get the law right. I

just took the California bar and it was useful.

I got an A-

Was not very useful, the questions were way too hard and often cited specific rules in the answer

choices which is not how the material is tested on the bar exam. There was no outline or

substantive material, just around 120 questions and answers. I returned it, far too expensive for

such an inapplicable product

This book has been a life saver. The questions don't just test my knowledge but give great

explanations as to why the correct answer is right AND why the wrong answer is not correct, which

is super important to know if you want to improve your multiple choice and Civ Pro skills.As for

those saying they are disappointed that this is not an outline, it doesn't promise to be an outline.

This is strictly multiple choice (which is very useful to have). Janssen has written other books with

maps/outlines and I would recommend those as well.
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